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and the event - history’ s remains: of memory, mourning, and the event by michael naas depaul university
abstract jacques derrida has written much in recent years on the topic of mourning. this essay takes derrida’ s
insights into mourning in general and collective mourning in particu-lar in order to ask about the relationship
between mourning and politics ... memory, culture, religion course description - memory, culture, religion
rel /ant 689 fall 12 2 also on 3-day reserve are four additional recommended books useful as introductions /
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hegel and freud - history and the process of mourning in hegel and freud catherine malabou. 16 radical
philosophy 106 ... working day of spirit, history searches for itself and ... memory, also called the ʻmnemic
traceʼ, of the departed, does not give rise to the repetition of an ... a mask of calm: emotion and founding
the kingdom of ... - founding the kingdom of bunyoro in the sixteenth century david schoenbrun
northwestern university ... paul connerton argues that by attending to a spirit of mourning in histori-cal
narratives, like that about rukidi, we sharpen our understandings that any ... the spirit of mourning: history,
memory and the body (cambridge: cam-bridge university ... t in memory of every m cuthbertson jr.
working day, three ... - mourning - history in memory of brother stephen cuthbertson jr. every working day,
three canadians die for their job. every working day, three canadians die for their job. the tiny canary was once
the only safeguard miners had against dangerous gas buildup. if the canary died, it was a signal to evacuate
the mines...fast. today, workers exposed to btan 2108ma09 “the past is the new frontline”: the war ... btan 2108ma09 “the past is the new frontline”: the war over memory in post-belfast agreement film and
fiction autumn semester, 2018 instructor: gula marianna seminar, 2hrs, graded, 5 credits office hours: ma,
required-optional mon 10.00-11.00 & name index - assets - cambridge university press - name index
addison, joseph 65 adorno, theodor w. 162 aegisthus 5 aeschylus 4, 28 agamemnon 5 aguilar, paloma 36
ahura mazda 166 ... 978-1-107-01139-7 - the spirit of mourning : history, memory and the body paul connerton
index more informatio n. erasmus, desiderius 55 erinyes 11 fabian, johannes 26 book reviews - drustvoantropologov - 90 anthropological notebooks, xviii/2, 2012 but matrilineal associations (tina) are only one of
a ‘multitude of alternatives […] in relation to other aspects of a person’s identity and history’ (p.10). the use of
the term tina for a matrilineage as one sub-division of the moieties identifies those of “one body”, that is
identifying together, learning to live with ghosts postcolonial haunting and mid ... - tain spirit of marx,
to the world today, which, despite fukuyama’s protestations to the contrary, is really “going badly” (77):
“never have violence, inequality, exclusion, famine, and thus economic oppression affected as many human
beings in the history of the earth the invention of history (scan 10010) - the invention of history (scan
10010) ... picking up this cue this course examines the politics of history, memory, and the past. it begins by
examining time, and the way in which notions of time and history have been central both ... history, our stories
of the past, are “invented” and that this processes of invention is bound-up with fig. 1. christian boltanski,
reliquary, 1990, metal boxes ... - examine the mourning process but also provide spaces in which it can be
enacted.!at the same time, boltanski’s installations create a rupture between personal and collective history
and memory, reflecting the postmodernist’s quest for discontinuity as a means of resistance to the ! the
practice of story - muse.jhu - the practice of story mindy makant published by baylor university press
makant, mindy. the practice of story: suffering and the possibilities of redemption.
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